
Export Sessions

Darie Achstein-Conway 

Understanding Encryption 

Global Licensing with an Emphasis on Encryption. This lecture will focus on the basic 
requirements and diligence needed for moving products with an encryption base globally.  The 
lecture is meant to help build a foundation for information needed when moving into new 
geographic regions.  

Amanda Barlow

Fundamentals of Temporary Imports & Exports

Understanding Temporary Imports and Exports with the ATA Carnet. ATA Carnets are 
international customs documents that provide duty-free customs clearance for temporary 
imports/exports into over 100 countries. ATA Carnet simplifies temporary entry by eliminating 
the need to post a financial guarantee. Virtually all goods, whether hand carried or cargo-
shipped, may be covered by ATA Carnets. This ATA Carnet workshop will help you understand 
all the ins and outs of the ATA Carnet from best customs clearance to mitigating claims and 
avoiding compliance red flags!

Caitlin Carey

OGA'S for Export (PYHTOSANITARY & DEA, ETC)

Essential Elements of an Effective Export Management and Compliance Progra.An Export 
Management and Compliance Program has nine key components: (1) risk analysis, (2) a written
compliance program, (3) a responsible senior executive, (4) employee training, (5) customer 
and transaction screening, (6) recordkeeping, (7) auditing, (8) a system for reporting violations, 
and (9) remedial activities.  An EFFECTIVE Export Management and Compliance Program uses
the key components as a springboard to launch internal discussions and programs.  Whether 
you need to understand the fundamental components of an EMCP or want to polish (or add 
some fun) to an existing program, ""Essential Elements of an Effective Export Management and 
Compliance Program"" can give you the tools to establish and maintain a healthy and proactive 
compliance program."

Jonathon Heinonen

Taking Charge of Exports for Repair

While the Departments of State and Commerce are the primary determiners of export control 
jurisdiction there are additional players in the export regulatory space.  This presentation will 
discuss some of these additional agencies and how they may regulate a company’s exports.  It 
is the presenter’s hope that this will broaden the export discussion to other areas and looks 
forward to participant feedback. "

Charles Mooney

Valuation for Exports

This session will look at temporary exports for the purpose of repair.  While simple in principle 
there are multiple steps in both the exporting and return process necessary to ensure articles 
sent for repair can be returned to the vendor or repair facility and sent back to the owner without
excess duty payments or delays.  This paper will look at the pertinent regulations and outline the
necessary steps to ensure the temporary export process is both seamless and efficient.  This 
session will highlight the integration of these processes into the typical elements of a robust 
trade compliance program.



Suzanne Richer

Dealing with Anti-Boycott issues in the Real World 

Export Valuation. This program will over in depth the best practices of export agreements and 
proper planning for the valuation of the shipment.    Valuation may include references to 
contracts of carriage, contracts of insurance, terms of sale and related valuation considerations. 

Best practices of export agreements reduce the risk of misunderstandings and ensure the 
exporter will be safeguarded for compliance while properly declaring export data to the 
government, as well as ease the buyer’s ability to clear customs in the receiving country.  

Lila Rose

You sent what? To Where?!  Impact of US Sanctions

Dealing with Anti-Boycott in the Real World will outline what you need to know about anti-
boycott compliance as an importer/exporter. We will look at examples of anti-boycott language 
that have resulted in real penalties, including terms that you might not recognize as boycott 
language. We will also discuss strategies for a successful anti-boycott compliance process in 
your organization, including how to partner with other departments like Legal, Customer 
Service, and Logistics.

Michelle Schulz

Denied Parties Screening  

The U.S. Sanctions and their Impact on U.S. Exporters Today. Exporters frequently learn about 
the U.S. sanctions after they’ve shipped.  But being prepared in advance with a basic 
understanding of the most current U.S. sanctions can save millions in penalties and costs.  The 
U.S. sanctions on Russia, Cuba, and other countries continue to evolve quickly.  This session 
will provide a general overview of the major “moving target” sanctions and embargoes with a 
view to the practical impact on U.S. exporters.  

Presenters:  Michelle Schulz and Elsa Manzanares, Partners, International Trade Law Group, 
Gardere

Dana Smalley

Self-assessments & audits for Export

Restricted Party Screening. Navigating through and meeting your legal regulatory trade 
compliance obligations can be challenging at best.  Understanding your core foundational 
responsibilities, is essential to setting yourself up for success. 

Restricted Party Screening (RPL) is more than simply screening your parties against the 
globally provided lists.  In this session we will discuss how to chronologically tackle this key 
responsibility to doing business in today’s world.  We will discuss:

• What data is important to screen

• How to review and understand your master data

• How to perform testing of RPL parameters and preferences to make a determination on 
your company’s tolerance threshold of risk

• What country lists are important to screen against

• And a healthy approach on how to process potential matches



Gary Smith

Setting up Effective Export Management and Compliance Programs? 

"The authorities set high standards for anyone exporting goods and services from the USA! 

All parties to US export transactions must ensure their exports fully comply with all statutory and
regulatory requirements.

How can you be sure that what you are doing is compliant? Do you really want “visitors with 
badges” at reception saying “We’re here to help you”?

This session will give you insights as to what you need to know to perform an internal review 
and audit of your export activities.

To paraphrase a TV commercial “Test It!”

General Sessions

Marilyn Caruso

Trainers Taming the Risk of Uninformed Business Partners…A Step-By-Step Guide for 
Importers

Be the Compliance Manager who takes charge and enlightens your company’s internal 
business partners in an informative and entertaining manner. Knowledge is the key to reducing 
risk and gaining cooperation in all import procedures. We will review the “who, what, when and 
where” as well as “how” to assemble an audience eager to learn compliant procedures, making 
everyone’s job more efficient and profitable. 

Lenny Feldman

COMMUNICATING WITH CUSTOMS: GETTING A FAVORABLE RULING, INTERNAL 
ADVICE OR PROTEST

The way you structure your submission with CBP can make all the difference in receiving a 
favorable or adverse decision. Using real world examples, we will examine the do’s and don’ts 
in communicating with CBP.  We will discuss best strategies in framing your binding ruling or 
internal advice request and protest submission; ways to overturn bad CBP decisions; and 
alternatives to rulings that still demonstrate reasonable care.

Michelle Frennier

Tools for Making your Compliance Program and Effective Change Agent

What if you could enhance the way you manage compliance without increasing your budget?  
How to implement 3 simple tools that will increase data compliance, reporting and visibility.

• EDI – partnering with brokers and 3PL warehouses to manage Customs data.

• ACE reporting – using Excel to pre-audit 7501 entry data prior to final entry

• Using FTP to manage entry documents

Larry Hanson

What to do when the Feds Kick down Your Door



“What should you do if law enforcement officers burst into your office with a search warrant and 
start seizing your computers and documents, and questioning your employees?  What should 
you do if you receive a subpoena or summons for documents?”  What do you do if law 
enforcement “asks” for documents but has not put the request in writing?  This program will give
practical guidance to these real world challenges facing importers and exporter.  

Charles Mooney

Ensuring the Integrity of your Supply Chain

This session will look at trade compliance as a business partner as opposed to a business 
obstacle.  The author will explore the value added side of trade compliance as well as the 
positive impacts of a well managed, integrated compliance program that works with R&D,  
sales, marketing, finance, operations,  supply chain and logistics to ensure on time in full 
business performance.  There will be some discussion on competitive advantage vs. license to 
operate as it relates to trade compliance.  Attendees will gain an understanding of how trade 
compliance embedded in the DNA of the business helps to ensures the integrity of the 
operations. 

Mary Jo Muoio

What the International Trade Data System Means for Importers

You are probably familiar with the cautionary phrase, “It’s not all about you!”  Well the Executive 
Order -- Streamlining the Export/Import Process for America’s Businesses reminds us that the 
government clearance process is not all about CBP but includes dozens of other government 
agencies [PGAs].  The International Trade Data System [ITDS] is an electronic information 
exchange capability, or "single window," through which businesses will transmit data required by
participating agencies for the importation or exportation of cargo.  With implementation 
deadlines quickly approaching, we will discuss what ITDS is all about and what it means to 
importers.

Kathleen Neal

Implementing Automation in Trade Compliance  

• What can you do with the tools you already have? 

• Define your requirements 

• Select your supplier 

• Tips for a successful implementation 

Steve Pedro

CTPAT Validations & Revalidations

During this presentation, Steve Pedro and Luis Rodriguez will describe:

• Describe what exactly a C-TPAT Validation is.

• Objectives of a Validation

• How to prepare for the domestic and foreign Validations.

• What to expect during each of the Validations.



• Validation Report

• How to respond and provide documentation.

Clay Perry

Becoming a Road Warrior

As most of our titles reflect, a key aspect of our responsibilities as trade compliance 
professionals involves travel.  Travel may consist of several domestic trips to the various ports 
where your cargo arrives, or it may involve long overseas trips to new countries and cultures.  
This presentation will provide variety of information related to both domestic and international 
travel to help ease your minds in areas such as safety, comfort, cost savings, and more.

Trudy Wilson

Managing Compliance with Drop Shipments & routed Exports

Routed & Dropped

• What is a Drop Shipment?

• What is a Routed Shipment?

Roles & Responsibilities

• Shipper/Supplier/USPPI’s Role & Responsibilities

• U.S. Authorized Agent Role & Responsibilities

• FPPI’s Role & Responsibilities

Requirements

• Export Controls

• Export Data Elements

Recordkeeping

• POA or Written Authorization from FPPI (if USPPI does AES)

• Request Proof of AES

• Record Retention

Repercussions

• Penalties

• Mitigation of Penalties

Import Sessions

Michael Blanchard

Effective Site Assessments



You’re a Trade Compliance Manager responsible for oversight of trade management at several 
or your companies US and foreign sites.  This module will cover the steps for performing an 
internal trade compliance assessment.

Brian Cope

CF 28's & CF 29's

So you’ve just received a request for information or notice of action from CBP.  Now what?!

In this session, we’ll discuss CF28s and CF29s and ways to minimize potential legal exposure. 
Specifically, we will discuss the following areas:

• what CF28s and CF29s are and are not;

• how to review and respond;

• understanding CBP’s motives;

• impact to entry liquidation;

• proactive options available to importers; and

• impact and incorporation into your compliance programs.

Tom Gould

Ace Reporting

The Using Ace in your Daily Operations session will be an interactive workshop where we will 
learn to run and modify ACE reports, add data elements to existing reports and gain a better 
understanding of what the data means to your company.  We will go over some tips and tricks to
make ACE a more useful tool for you and your company. Bring your laptop, fully charged battery
and ACE login information so you can follow along as we learn about ACE together.

Larry Hanson

Future of Customs Audits

Enforcement by Customs and Border Protection is increasingly marked by post entry audits. 
This presentation will focus on changes in the auditing protocols  used by Customs, how they 
will affect you if you are audited and how you can best prepare for an audit whether you are 
audited or not. 

Chris Monahan

AES Overview, Common Issues, and Routed Transactions

This session will look at trade compliance as a business partner as opposed to a business 
obstacle.  The author will explore the value added side of trade compliance as well as the 
positive impacts of a well managed, integrated compliance program that works with R&D,  
sales, marketing, finance, operations,  supply chain and logistics to ensure on time in full 
business performance.  There will be some discussion on competitive advantage vs. license to 
operate as it relates to trade compliance.  Attendees will gain an understanding of how trade 
compliance embedded in the DNA of the business helps to ensures the integrity of the 
operations. 

Randy Rucker

Low Hanging Fruit: the trouble with FTAs and Duty Preference Claims



It’s easy to make a duty preference claim on imported goods, but much harder to be sure that 
your claim is valid and will withstand the scrutiny of a verification.  During this presentation we’ll 
review duty preference claim requirements and best practices to help you balance the risks 
versus the rewards and avoid picking rotten fruit.

Kristen Smith

Antidumping 101:Minimizing Risk, Maximizing Compliance

"Antidumping duties can be crippling to unsuspecting companies, but untangling the maze of 
U.S. antidumping laws and regulations can be difficult for importers and sourcing professionals. 
Join us to discuss how to prepare for potential AD threats, protect your bottom line and 
effectively manage the compliance risks resulting from AD duties and sourcing difficulties.

Key Topics

• overview of the AD process

• pre-import planning strategies to help you avoid AD exposure

• limiting exposure once an investigation starts

• avoiding U.S. Customs and Border Protection penalties on imports potentially subject to 
AD duties.

George Tuttle

Understanding Tariff Classification: Focus on Chapters 84 and 85 "Classification Machinery 
and Equipment Under HTS Chapters 84 and 85

Chapters 84 and 85 of the HTS provide the most expansive coverage of products anywhere in 
the tariff; from water heaters to nuclear reactors and everything in between!  This program will 
review the scope of this critical part of the tariff and provide attendees with an understanding of 
the special rules for classification of goods in chapters 84 and 85, including section and chapter 
notes, exclusions, hot issues and examples.

Steve Zisser

NAFTA Qualification Process

Achieve more skill, speed, accuracy and confidence with the 4 Step Masters Method NAFTA 
Qualification Process.  If you work with NAFTA or want to grow your skill in this high demand 
area, don’t miss this opportunity. We will share all 4 NAFTA Qualification Steps, including tariff 
shift, origin, DE Minimis and regional value content.  Attendees will learn how to effectively  use 
and sequentially apply all 4 Steps for each and every NAFTA qualification.


